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In my headache addled mind, I dream of nothing so much as gum drops
rolled in sugar. Migraine sufferer’s porn, if you will.  There was a time in my
boyhood heart when pleasures carnal were much more intriguing than
those caramel. Those years have drifted away with the fog and left me
wishing I had a Cadbury egg. I could console myself by trundling off to
count my stash of migraine pills and see if there are enough left to chance
gobbling down a pudding cup. On second thought, maybe not. By not
consuming products filled with processed sugar over the last eight months,
I’ve not only seen a decrease in frequency of migraines, but my overall
health is the best it’s been during my (vaguely) adult life. Life goes on, the
dreams of Big Gulp’s occur about as infrequently as the headaches. So,

imagine my surprise when the natural sweetener that will revolutionize the American diet came
rushing out of corn fields and into marketing campaigns recently. Corn Sugar. C6H¹²O6. Corn
Sugar, a simple, memorable moniker for sugar syrup derived from corn starch, nearly equal in
glucose and fructose. If you hadn’t guessed already, this product will make me as sick as any other
processed sweetener, as it’s always done. Corn Sugar is the Corn Refiners Association’s new and
improved name for High Fructose Corn Syrup. In late September the group announced that it was
lobbying the Food and Drug Administration for the name change. You know what? The refiners are
on to a brilliant idea here. The product has been added to processed foods for 30 years as a cheap
cane sugar alternative. In those years obesity has skyrocketed. What industry would want to get
blamed for that? Change the name to something less sinister and tell the buying public that “sugar is
sugar.”

The kinder, gentler High Fructose Corn Syrup idea got me thinking. What other things could be
renamed to make them more palatable to consumer tastes? Maybe caskets. I don’t like the terms
casket, or coffin. Could the funeral industry use a term like In-ground basket, or Transition
Tumbler? Probably not. As always, I’ve worked out some new names for old, tired products:

→Artificial Tanning: Extra Sauce

→Movie Theaters: Muggings

→American High Schools: Time Served

→Oil Spills: Non-Stick Oceans

→Celebrity Autobiographies: Earwax For The Soul

→Football Helmets: Goodells

→Applebee’s Restaurants: Cheese Frisbees

→Las Vegas: Podunk With Plumbing

→Holiday Green Bean Casserole: Lazy with Onions

So much for that idea. Actually, a Cheese Frisbee and side of Lazy w/Onions sounds really good
right now. Onward and upward (or as I’ve renamed it, Final Paragraph Corn).
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